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1. INTRODUCTION
 .We say that a group is 2, 2 = 2 -generated if it can be generated by
three involutions, two of which commute. The problem of determining
 .which finite simple groups are 2, 2 = 2 -generated was posed by Mazurov
w xin 1980 in the Kourovka notebook 3 . An answer to this problem, for some
classes of finite simple groups, was given by Ya. N. Nuzhin, namely for
w xChevalley groups of rank 1 in 4 , for Chevalley groups over a field of
w xcharacteristic 2 in 5 , and for the alternating groups and Chevalley groups
w xof type A in 6 . In this paper we consider the problem in the moren
general context of matrix groups over arbitrary, finitely generated, commu-
tative rings. As a special case of our results, stated in Theorems A, B, and
 .C below, we obtain that most finite classical groups are 2, 2 = 2 -
generated, for sufficiently large rank. These groups include Chevalley
groups of type B , C , and D in odd characteristic. Our results aren n n
constructive, in the sense that we actually define three generating involu-
tions, two of which commute. The choice of groups to include, and the
* The authors were supported by the Ministero dell' Universita e della Ricerca Scientifica eÁ
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choice of the lower bounds for their ranks, has been made in order to keep
the proofs as uniform as possible and to avoid a too detailed analysis.
Let R be a commutative ring with 1. As usual we write e for the n = ni j
 .matrix with i, j -entry 1 and all other entries equal to 0, and we define
 .  .E R , for n G 3, to be the subgroup of SL R generated by the matricesn n
I q xe , for all x g R, i / j. We will make repeated use of the fact thati j
 .  .  .E R is perfect. The groups E R , SL R coincide under any of then n n
 .  .following assumptions: i R is a Euclidean domain; ii R is a semilocal
 . w xring; iii R is a Hasse domain in a global field, see 2 . In particular, if R0
 .  .denotes the subring of R generated by 1, then E R s SL R , sincen 0 n 0
 .R is either a Euclidean domain or a finite ring. We note that E R can0 n
be finitely generated only if R is finitely generated as a ring. On the other
hand, in Section 3, we shall prove the following:
THEOREM A. Let R be a commutati¨ e ring, generated by t , . . . , t where1 d
 .  .t is a unit of finite multiplicati¨ e order. Then E R is 2, 2 = 2 -generated1 n
for all n G 8 q 6d.
For example, when R is the ring of integers, we may take d s 1, t s 1;1
when R is a Galois field, we may take d s 1, t a primitive element. So we1
 .  .  .conclude that SL Z and SL q are both 2, 2 = 2 -generated for alln n
n G 14.
We use Theorem A to prove the same kind of result for other matrix
groups over R. For the sake of simplicity, these groups are defined here
just in terms of generators: we refer to the literature for their geometric
 w x.interpretation see, for example, 1, 2, 8, 9 . Let J be an automorphism of
2  . JR satisfying J s id . For each matrix s s x over R we write s forR i j
 . Jthe matrix with j, i -entry equal to x for all appropriate i, j and wei j
 .  .denote by h: GL R ª GL R the embedding given by g ¬n 2 n
  y1 . J . Jdiag g, g . Let L be an additive subgroup of R such that rr L F L,
for all r g R, and
J < < J 4  4r y e r r g R F L F r g R r s ye r ,
w x  .where e s "1. As in 2 , we define E R, J, e , L to be the subgroup of2 n
 .   ..GL R generated by h E R and by the following block matrices and2 n n
their transposes:
J I reI re y e r e iii j ji , r g R , i / j ; , r g L . .  . / / 0 I0 I
 J < 4Since we only deal with cases where L s r y e r r g R , we denote
 .  .E R, J, e , L more briefly by E R, J, e . This group is perfect for each2 n 2 n
n G 3.
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THEOREM B. Let R be as in Theorem A, and suppose that 2 is a unit of
 .  .R when e s y1 or j / id . Then E R, J, e is 2, 2 = 2 -generated for allR 2 n
n G 14 q 6d.
Again, in the special case when R is a Galois field, we deduce that the
 .following classical groups are 2, 2 = 2 -generated, for all n G 20: the
 .  .symplectic groups E F , id , y1 s Sp q , q odd; the orthogonal2 n q R 2 n
 . q  .  2groups E F , id , 1 s V q , for all q; the unitary groups E F , J /2 n q R 2 n 2 n q
.  2 .id , 1 s SU q , q odd.R 2 n
Finally we use the above results to deal with the odd-dimensional case.
 4For this purpose, let n be an element of R y 0 fixed by J and assume
 < 4 2 nq1that ¨ 1 F i F 2n q 1 is the standard basis of R . For r g R definei
 .  .  .w r and c r to be the maps which act on the right on the R-submodule
 :¨ , ¨ , ¨ with matricesn 2 n 2 nq1
J 1 0 01 yn rr yr
Jw r s and c r s .  .0 1 0 yn rr 1 yr 0  0J J0 2n r 1 2n r 0 1
 .and fix all the other basis elements. We define E R, J, n to be the2 nq1
 .  .subgroup of GL R generated by all matrices diag G, 1 , where G g2 nq1
 .  .  .E R, J, 1 , and all w r , c r , r g R.2 n
THEOREM C. Let R be as in Theorem A, and suppose that 2 is a unit of
 .  .R. Then E R, J, n is 2, 2 = 2 -generated for all n G 14 q 6d.2 nq1
 .In particular the following classical groups are 2, 2 = 2 -generated, for
 .  .all n G 20: the orthogonal groups E F , id , 1 s V q , q odd,2 nq1 q R 2 nq1
 .  2 .2and the unitary groups E F , J / id , 1 s SU q , q odd.2 nq1 q R 2 nq1
The proofs are by explicit matrix calculations. The techniques rely on
permutational methods developed by J. Wilson and the first author in
w x7]9 . These methods do not work when the rank is too small.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let R be a commutative ring with 1. For each m G 1, we regard
 . mGL R as acting on the right on the free R-module R , with standardm
 .basis V, of size m. We identify Sym V with the group of permutation
matrices and we denote by D the group of diagonal matrices with non-zero
 .  .entries "1. Clearly Sym V normalizes D and D Sym V is the group of
monomial matrices with non-zero entries "1. We denote by
p : D Sym V ª Sym V .  .
 .the epimorphism ds ¬ s , for any d g D, s g Sym V . Let i / j, T [i, j
 < 4 dsI q xe x g R . Clearly T s T . In particular, if M is a subgroupi j i, j is , js
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 .  .  .  M :of D Sym V such that p M G Alt V , then the normal closure T ofi, j
 .T under M coincides with E R , for any m G 4.i, j m
 :c mFor a subset D of V, we denote by D the submodule of R
 :generated by V y D and sometimes call it the ``natural'' complement of
 :  .  .D . We identify Sym D with the subgroup of Sym V acting as the
 :c  .  .identity on D and identify Alt D with the subgroup of Sym D consist-
ing of the even permutation matrices.
< <  .LEMMA 2.1. Let D : V, D G 5, and let S be a subgroup of D Sym V
 .  .such that p S s Alt D . Denote by S0 the second deri¨ ed subgroup of S.
 :c  .  .Then S0 acts tri¨ ially on D , p S0 s Alt D and S0 is a perfect group.
 :cProof. Since S acts on D as an elementary abelian 2-group, S9 and
 .  .  .S0 act trivially on this submodule. Clearly p S s p S9 s p S0 . Now let
 :  :ch g D be the matrix acting as yI on D and as the identity on D . If
 .  :cD denotes the subgroup of D l SL R acting trivially on D , S9 acts,D m
by conjugation, as a doubly transitive permutation group on the diagonal
 :entries of the matrices in D . So if ker p l S9 Fu h , then D F S9 sD D
 .  :D Alt D s S0, and the result is clear. Otherwise ker p l S9 F h . AgainD
 :  .either S9 s S0 or S9 s h S0 where S0 , Alt D .
We will make repeated use of the following result, whose proof is based
on elementary calculations with commutators.
 .  . m ÇLEMMA 2.2. i Let X be a subgroup of GL R such that R s V qm 1
V , where V and V are X-in¨ariant. For each i s 1, 2, identify the group X2 1 2 i
 .induced by X on V with the ob¨ious subgroup of GL R , so that X F X =i m 1
X . Assume that X contains a perfect subgroup S and that X is soluble.2 1 1 2
Then X contains S .1
 .  . m Çii Let x g GL R be such that R s V q V , where V and Vm 1 2 1 2
are x-in¨ariant and write x s x x . Let Y be a subgroup which fixes V ,V V 1 11 2
 :induces the identity on V , and assume that Y , x is perfect. Then2 1 V1
 :  :Y, x x s Y, x , x , for each Y which contains Y .V V V V 11 2 1 2
 . k .Proof. i Let k be the derived length of X . Then X G X s2
X k . G S k . s S .1 1 1
 .  .  :  :  :ii We apply i , with X [ Y , x . So Y, x x G Y , x x1 V V 1 V V1 2 1 2
 :G Y , x .1 V1
 .  .3. 2, 2 = 2 -GENERATION OF E Rn
Let R be generated by t , . . . , t where t is a unit of finite multiplica-1 d 1
tive order, and assume n G 8 q 6d. We define three involutions a , b , g
 :  .such that a commutes with g and we show that a , b , g s E R . Forn
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 < 4this purpose write n s 2¨ q r, 0 F r F 1, and let B [ e s F i F 2¨ bei
the standard basis of Rn, where s s 1 if r s 0, s s 0 if r s 1. It is
 4  4convenient to think of B y e as consisting of ¨ ``rows''s e , e ,0 2 ky1 2 k
1 F k F ¨ . Moreover we imagine the rows arranged with e immediately1






e e .2¨y1 2¨
Action of a . e a s "e if r s 0; a permutes regularly or fixes point-1 1
 4wise e , e if r s 1: here the choices are made so that det a s 1;0 1
 4a permutes regularly each ``column'' e , e , 1 F k F ¨ y 1;2 k 2 kq1
e a s e .2¨ 2¨
 4Action of b. b permutes regularly each ``row'' e , e , 1 F i F ¨ ,2 iy1 2 i
i / 2;
 4b permutes regularly or fixes pointwise e , e if r s 0, e b s e , and3 4 3 4
e b s "e , if r s 1: here the choices are made so that det b s 1.0 0
Action of g . e g s ye , e g s e , e g s e if r s 0;1 1 2 4 3 5
e g s e , e g s e , e g s e if r s 1;0 1 2 3 4 5
e g s ye , e g s ye ;6 6 7 7
I 0 :  .g acts on e , e , e , e with matrix , for eacht I yI4q6 j 5q6 j 6q6 j 7q6 j j
j s 1, . . . , d;
e g s ye ;2¨ 2¨
g fixes all points not mentioned above.
 :  .LEMMA 3.1. a , b , g F E R and a commutes with g .n
 :  .  .  .  .Proof. a , b F SL R s E R F E R . Clearly g g E R , sincen 0 n 0 n n
for each j F d,
I 0 I 0s I q t e I q t e g E R . . .  .j 3, 1 j 4, 2 4t I yI  / / 0 yIj
 : Finally, a acts on e , e , e , e and on each submodule e , e ,2 3 4 5 4q6 j 5q6 j
A 0 0 1:  .  ..e , e with block-matrix , where A s : it follows easily6q6 j 7q6 j 0 A 1 0
that a commutes with g .
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 .8We are interested in the action of d [ bg . So we consider the
decomposition
n  < :  < :  < :Ç ÇR s e i F 8 q e 9 F i F 8 q 6d q e i ) 8 q 6d ,i i i
 :where each summand is b , g -invariant. This is consistent since n G 8 q
6d.
 .  < :1 bg acts on e i F 8 as a monomial matrix with non-zeroi
entries "1. Moreover,
 .  . .  .if r s 0, p bg s e e e e e e e e or p bg s1 4 5 6 3 2 7 8
 . . .e e e e e e e e ;1 4 2 3 5 6 7 8
 .  . .if r s 1, p bg s e e e e e e e e e .0 1 3 5 6 4 2 7 8
 < :So d acts monomially on e i F 8 , fixing e and e .i 7 8
 .  :2 For each j F d, bg and d act on e ;N 3 F k F 8 respec-kqG i
tively with matrices
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 t 0 y1 0 0j
e s "1;j0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 e j 0
0 0 t 0 y1 0j
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0and .
0 0 0 1 0 0
) 0 ) 0 1 0 0
0 ) 0 ) 0 1
 .3 Since g fixes each e , 8 q 6d - i - 2¨ , and takes e to ye , iti 2¨ 2¨
is clear that d acts as the identity on the last summand.
 < 4  : c  .8THEOREM 3.2. Let D [ e i F 7 , V [ D , V [ V , d [ bg ,i 1 2 1
 a:X [ d , d .
 .i V and V are X-in¨ariant;1 2
 .  .  .ii X induces on V a monomial group S, such that p S s Alt D ;1
 .iii X induces on V a nilpotent group;2
 .iv X contains S0;
 .  :  .  .v M [ a , b , S0 is monomial and p M G Alt B .
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 .  :Proof. i This is clear, since V and V are a , d -invariant submod-1 2
ules.
 .  .ii a and d act monomially on V , so S is monomial. By 1 above,1
according to whether r s 0 or r s 1,
 :p S s e e e e e e , e e e e e e .  .  .  .  .1 5 3 2 4 6 1 4 2 3 5 7
 :or p S s e e e e e e , e e e e e e .  .  .  .  .1 2 4 3 6 5 1 3 5 2 7 4
 :p S s e e e e e e e , e e e e e e e .  .  .0 1 3 5 6 4 2 0 1 2 4 7 5 3
 :or p S s e e e e e e e , e e e e e e e . .  .  .0 1 3 5 6 4 2 1 0 2 4 7 5 3
 .  .  .In any case p S is a primitive subgroup of Alt D . Now, if r s 0, p S
 a .2  .contains the 3-cycle p dd d which coincides respectively with e e e3 5 6
 .  4 a .4.or e e e . On the other hand, if r s 1, p d d coincides respectively2 6 4
 .  .  .  .with e e e e e or e e e . In both cases, p S s Alt D .0 6 5 7 1 0 6 7
 .  .  .iii By 2 and 3 above, d acts on V as a lower unitriangular2
matrix, with the diagonal below the main diagonal consisting of all zeros.
0 1 0 1Since a acts on V with block-diagonal matrix , . . . , , 1 , it /  / /2 1 0 1 0
follows that d a is also unitriangular. We conclude that the group induced
by X on V is nilpotent.2
 .  .iv By Lemma 2.1, S0 is perfect. So by Lemma 2.2 i , X con-
tains S0.
 .  .  .v M is monomial since a and b are. Moreover p M G p S0 s
 .  .Alt D . So let k G 7 be the greatest integer such that p M contains
 .  < 4Alt G , where G [ e i F k . Assume k - 2¨ . Now k cannot be odd for,i
 .   .  .p  b .: in this case, p M would contain Alt G , Alt G s Alt G j
 .4.  < 4.Gp b s Alt e i F k q 1 , against our choice of k. Similarly, if k isi
 .   .  .p a .:   .4. even, p M contains Alt G , Alt G s Alt G j Gp a s Alt e Ni
4.  .  .i F k q 1 , again a contradiction. We conclude k s 2¨ , p M G Alt B .
 .  .For a subset G of B, we denote by E R the subgroup of E RG: n
generated by the linear transformations
e ¬ xe q e , e ¬ e if k / j,j i j k k
 .  .for all e , e g G, i / j, and all x g R. Clearly E R , E R , wherei j G: m
< <m s G .
 < 4THEOREM 3.3. Let M be as in Theorem 3.2, G [ e i F 8 q 6d, i / 6 ,i
 : cU [ G , U [ U .1 2 1
 .i If M is the subgroup of M acting as the identity on U , then1 2
 :  .M , g s E R ;1 U U1 1
 .  :  :  .  :ii M, g s M, g s E R s a , b , g .U n1
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 .Proof. We note that G is defined so that g g E R . Moreover MU U 11 1
fixes U being monomial.1
 .  :i We first show that there exists a diagonal matrix h g M , g ,1 U1
such that h / "I. For this purpose, let u [ e if r s 0, u [ e if r s 1.U 4 31
 :Then e , u, e , e and its natural complement are g-invariant and g acts2 7 8
0 1 y1 0on the first with matrix diag , . On the other hand, since the /  / /1 0 0 1
alternating group A is generated by the squares, there exists g g M4 1
0 x 0 z  :acting as diag , on e , u, e , e , and as the identity on its / /y 0 2 7 8 /t 0
 4 2natural complement. Clearly x, y, z, t g "1 : so we let h [ g if xy s y1
 .2  M1:or zt s y1 and we let h [ g g if xy s zt s 1. It follows that h sU1
 p M1.:  .h is the subgroup D of D l SL R fixing e and each e ,1 n 6 i
 :  .i ) 8 q 6d. In particular M , g contains D Alt G . By repeated appli-1 U 11
 . w xcation of Lemma 2.2 ii , or by a direct application of Lemma 4 in 8 , we
 :  .conclude M , g s E R , a perfect group.1 U U1 1
 .  .  :  :ii By Lemma 2.2 ii with Y [ M , M, g s M, g , g G1 1 U U1 2
 :   .:M, g G M, E R . There exist appropriate i / j such that T [U U i, j1 1
 < 4  .  .  .I q xe x g R F E R . Since p M G Alt B , we concludei j U1M  .:  :  .M, E R G T s E R .U i, j n1
 .  .4. 2, 2 = 2 -GENERATION OF E R, J, e2 n
 .AND E R, J, n2 nq1
We assume n G 14 q 6d and consider the free module R2 n with stan-
Çdard basis B j B, where B is defined as in Section 3 and B is a copy of
B, whose elements are denoted by e . In the notation of the Introduction,i
 .  .   y1 . J .we denote by h: GL R ª GL R the embedding g ¬ diag g, g .n 2 n
For each i / j, we define t as the linear transformation which acts oni, j
 :e , e , e , e with matrixi j i j
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 y1
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0if e s 1, if e s y1,
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  0
0 1 0 0 y1 0 0 0
Ç  4and which fixes each element of B j B y e , e , e , e . Let a , b , g be asi j i j
in Section 3, and define
Ãa [ h a , b [ h b , g [ h g t , .  .  .Ã Ã
where t [ t if e s 1, t [ t t if e s y1.10q6 d, 11q6 d 10q6 d, 13q6 d 11q6 d, 12q6 d
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THEOREM B. Let R be as in Theorem A, and suppose that 2 is a unit of R
2 Ã2 2when e s y1 or J / id . Then, for each n G 14 q 6d, a s b s g sÃ ÃR
2 Ã .  .  :ag s 1 and E R, J, e s a , b , g .ÃÃ Ã Ã2 n
Proof. g is an involution since, under our assumption on n, theÃ
 .supports of h g and t intersect trivially. Moreover g commutes with a .Ã Ã
 :As when e s 1, a and g act on e , e , e , e respec-Ã Ã 10q6 d 11q6 d 10q6 d 11q6 d
A 0 0 I .  .tively with block-matrices of type and ; when e s y1, a and gÃ Ã0 A I 0
 :act on e , e , e , e , e , e , e , e re-10q6 d 13q6 d 11q6 d 12q6 d 10q6 d 13q6 d 11q6 d 12q6 d
B 0 0 C .  .spectively with block matrices of type and , where BC s CB. It0 B yC 0
w xis shown in 8 that, for each n G 4, and for any fixed i / j,
E R , J , e s h E R , t . : .  . .2 n n i , j
 .It follows, in particular, that our generators are elements of E R, J, e .2 n
We first show
Ã :h E R F a , b , g . . . Ã Ãn
c < :For this purpose let W [ e , e 9 F j F 14 . Then W and W arejq6 d jq6 d
Ã Ã :b , g -invariant and bg acts on W as a monomial matrix with non-zeroÃ Ã
entries "1. According to the cases e s 1, or e s y1, this matrix corre-
sponds to one of the permutations
e , e , e , e e , e , e , e .  .9q6 d 10q6 d 9q6 d 10q6 d 11q6 d 12q6 d 11q6 d 12q6 d
= e , e e , e , .  .13q6 d 14q6 d 13q6 d 14q6 d
e , e , e , e e , e , e , e .  .9q6 d 13q6 d 14q6 d 10q6 d 9q6 d 13q6 d 14q6 d 10q6 d
= e , e e , e . .  .11q6 d 11q6 d 12q6 d 12q6 d
ÃClearly the restriction of bg to W has order dividing 8. So, if d and M areÃ
Ã Ã 8 .  .as in Theorem 3.2, d [ bg coincides with h d , henceÃ
Ã Ã :  :a , b , d s h a , b , d G h M . . .Ã
c < 4  :Let G [ e i F 8 q 6d, i / 6 . Then U [ G, G and U [ U arei 1 2 1
 .g-invariant and g s h g . So, if M is the subgroup of M acting as theÃ ÃU G: 11
 :  .   . :   .  .:identity on B y G , by Theorem 3.3 i , h M , g s h M , h gÃ1 U 1 G:1
  ..  .s h E R . Hence, by Lemma 2.2 ii ,G:
 :h M , g s h M , g g s h M , h g , g : : .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃU U G: U1 2 2
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G h E R , h M s h E R . .  .  . :  . .G: n
Ã .  :In particular h g and t belong to a , b , g . So, when e s 1, t sÃ Ã
t ,10q6 d, 11q6 d
 :h E R , t s E R , J , 1 . .  . .n 2 n
 .When e s y1, t s t t , we apply Lemma 2.2 ii and10q6 d, 13q6 d 11q6 d, 12q6 d
again
 :  :h E R , t s h E R , t , t .  . .  .n n 10q6 d , 13q6 d 11q6 d , 12q6 d
s E R , J , y1 . .2 n
Finally, to treat the odd dimensional case, we consider the free R-mod-
2 nq1 Ç Ç  4ule R with standard basis B j B j e , where B and B are as`
 .  .above. We identify GL R with the subgroup of GL R obtained via2 n 2 nq1
 .  .  .the embedding G ¬ diag G, 1 and we let h: GL R ª GL R ben 2 nq1
  y1 . J .  .the map g ¬ diag g, g , 1 . If G g GL R , we sometimes write G2 n
 .  .for diag G, 1 to simplify the notation. Denote by c 1 the linear map
which acts with matrix
1 0 0
yn 1 y1 /2n 0 1
 :on the submodule e , e , e and as the identity on its natural comple-2¨ 2¨ `
Ã  :ment. Let a , b , g act on B, B as in Theorem B, case e s 1, and defineÃ Ã
Ä Ãa [ diag a , 1 s h a , b [ diag b , 1 s h b , .  .  .Ä Ã  .
g [ diag g , 1 c 1 s h g t c 1 . .  .  .  .Ä Ã 10q6 d , 11q6 d
THEOREM C. Let R be as in Theorem A, and suppose that 2 is a unit of
2 Ä2 2 2 .R. Then, for each n G 14 q 6d, a s b s g s ag s 1 andÄ Ä ÄÄ
Ä .  :E R, J, n s a , b , g .Ä Ä2 nq1
Proof. Since g takes e and e to their opposites and fixes e , g actsÃ Ä2¨ 2¨ `
 :on e , e , e with matrix2¨ 2¨ `
y1 0 0
.n y1 1 /2n 0 1
Using this information and the fact that a acts as the identity onÄ
 :e , e ,e , it is easy to see that g is an involution which commutes withÄ2¨ 2¨ `
aÄÄ Ä :a . We are now interested in the action of the group X [ d , d , whereÄ
8 cÄ Ä .  < 4  :d [ bg . So we let D [ e i F 7 , V [ D, D , V [ V . Each ofÄ i 1 2 1
  .  a .:these modules is X-invariant. X acts on V as h d , h d does, where d1
is as in Section 3. So the group X induced by X on V coincides with the1 1
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 .  .monomial group h S , where S is as in Theorem 3.2. In particular h S0 is
  ..   .. Çperfect and p h S0 s h Alt D . Now write V [ W q W , where2 1 2
 < :W [ e , e 8 F i F 2¨ y 3 and1 i i
 :W [ e , e , e , e , e , e , e2 2¨y2 2¨y1 2¨ 2¨y2 2¨y1 2¨ `
aÃ aÃ Ã :   .  .:are X-invariant. Again X acts on W as d , d s h d , h d , by the1
proof of Theorem B, inducing a nilpotent group. On the other hand, a
direct calculation shows that
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Äd s ,0 0 0 1 0 0 0W2
0 0 y4n 0 1 0 0 00 4n 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
aÄÄd s . . 0 0 y4n 1 0 0 0W2
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 04n 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
It follows that the group X induced by X on V is nilpotent and, by2 2
 .  .Lemma 2.2 i , X contains h S0 . So, in the notation of Theorem 3.2,
Ä Ä :  :a , b , g G a , b , h S0 s h a , h b , h S0 s h M , : .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä
  ..   ..where M is monomial and p h M G h Alt B . Now let
c<  :G [ e i F 8 q 6d , i / 6 , U [ G , G , U [ U . 4i 1 2 1
 .Then U and U are g-invariant and g s h g . If M is the subgroupÄ Ä1 2 U G: 11
 :  .of M acting as the identity on B y G , by Theorem 3.3 i ,
h M , g s h M , h g s h E R , : : .  .  .  .Ä  .1 U 1 G: G:1
 .  .a perfect group. Hence, by Lemma 2.2 ii and Theorem 3.3 ii ,
 :h M , g s h M , h g , g G h M , h g s h E R . : : .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä ÄG: U G: n2
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Ä .  :  < :In particular h g g a , b , g . Finally let W [ e i F 2¨ y 1 , so thatÄ Ä i
 :h E R , t , E R , J , 1 , .  . .W 10q6 d , 11q6 d 2 ny2
 .   ..   ..which is perfect. So Lemma 2.2 ii with Y [ h E R and Y [ h E R ,1 W n
gives
Ä :  :  :a , b , g G h E R , tc 1 s h E R , t , c 1 .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä n n
 :s E R , J , 1 , c 1 . .  .2 n
w x   .  .:  .By Lemma 1 in 9 , we conclude E R, J, 1 , c 1 s E R, J, n .2 n 2 nq1
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